The problem of determining the existence or uniqueness of a measure on a function space with preassigned local characteristics is well known. If the local characteristics are the restrictions of the measure on an increasing net of u-algebras, the Daniell-Kalmogorof-Prohorof theorem (cf. [4] ) gives a general criterion.
In a series of memoirs, starting from 1968, Dobrushin [5] considered the problem of describing the probability measures with a preassigned family of conditional probabilities with respect to a given decreasing net of u-algebras. The main feature of this problem, with respect to the previous one, is the lack of uniqueness of the solution even in the case of its existence. The attempt to extend Dobrushin's techniques from the case of discrete stochastic fields to that of continuous ones is motivated by Euclidean quantum field theory. In 2-dimensional Euclidean boson field theory it is given a standard Bore1 space (Q, 0, pa) and an increasing family (0,) of sub-u-algebras of 0 indexed by the family F of bounded open (regular) subsets of W; sub-o-algebras (Ocn) of 0 are indexed by the complements of elements A ES and, for each A ~9, it is given a random variable U, measurable for 0, , and satisfying One studies the limits (taken in various ways) when A' f R2, absorbing eventually all bounded sets, of the perturbed measures (cf. [12] , for example) (0.1) which satisfy the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms [18] . The properties of U, imply that any weak limit (on the algebra d, cf. Part III, Section 1) TV of perturbed measures of the form (0.1) satisfies the following conditions:
where ECn is defined by %I(.) = ~~,(&I -); e-u/l k,=--.----E,?,(e-UA'i') (0. 3) and E,!* denotes the conditional expectation, with respect to O,, , associated with PO. In [13] , Guerra, et al. (cf. also [7] ) proposed to consider Eqs. (0.2) as an intrinsic approach to P(+)2 Euclidean quantum field theories; i.e., to solve Eqs. (0.2) and prove that (some of) the solutions satisfy the OsterwalderSchrader axioms [18] . One is interested in the structure of the solutions of (0.4) the Euclidean invariant ones, the integral decomposition by means of extremal states, and, most of all, the criteria of uniqueness. Such problems are studied in Part I. The conditional expectations (0.3) enjoy an important locality property, singled out by Nelson (cf., for example, [17] )-the Markov property-which can be expressed by the relation E,+gJ c d: (6 = closure of a).
In Part II we discuss a more general concept of locality, namely, EctGfZJ C Jy;; forsomep1c; /IE.F and prove that, under some assumption on the local algebras &@ , this property is equivalent to (a generalization of) Dobrushin Markovian measure p" is determined and it is shown that they are determined by a "potential function" (U,) satisfying (0.0) up to an additive "gauge transformation" which leaves the k, invariant.
In Part III local perturbations of the conditional expectations of the d-dimensional free Euclidean field are considered and it is proved that the solutions of Eqs. (0.2) satisfy the (hyperplane) Markov property.
I 1. EXISTENCE OF STATES WITH PREASSIGNED CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS
In the following JZZ will denote a C*-algebra (by this we shall always mean a C*-algebra with unit); Y(d) the set of states (positive normalized linear functionals) on JZZ; g a set partially ordered by a filtering increasing relation < (i.e., if iy, /3 E .j% there is a y E 3 such that LX< y, /3 < y); (&E,)OLE~ a family of sub-C*-algebras of d indexed by the "opposite" of 9 (i.e., the set of 01' such that 01 E .9 with the order relation /3' < ol' * ,8 > 01 c> 01( fl) and such that a: < p * ti&u, 2 J+ . By a conditional expectation from .d to a sub-C*-algebra Jdz, C .d we shall mean a norm one projector E: .d + ~2~. Tomiama's theorem [23] asserts that such a projection enjoys all the properties (with the exception, at most, of normality) which, according to a result of Moy [15] , characterize the usual probabilistic concept of conditional expectation and which are assumed by Umegaki [24] to be a definition of conditional expectation between two arbitrary C*-algebras.
For each 01 E F a conditional expectation E,,: .d -.G$, is given so that the projective condition a < /3 s-E,, . E,, = E,! (1. Proof. For each 01~9 the weakly compact convex set ~'(JzZ) is mapped into itself by the weakly continuous map v t+ y * E,,; denote Sp,, = Y(A) c E,, . Yaj as a nonempty weakly closed set. Moreover, if 01( /3 and q E S$, then y . EN1 = q ' E,, ' E,, = q . EBr = 9.
Therefore g, E Ya,(zZ) and 9s~ C YW, . Thus the family (Yap& of w-closed subsets of ~'(zz') has the finite intersection property, hence 91 = (-j 5f-z~ # !a. a&%
Clearly each v E Y1 is compatible with (E,,) and this ends the proof. Proof. For each a~g, the projectivity condition (1.1.1) implies 4 -E,, = w-lirir #, . E,, . E,) = w&ix $,, . E,, = 4, hence $ is (Em!)-invariant Vti E 9.
LOCALLY NORMAL STATES
In the above notation let (d&g be an increasing net of C*-subalgebras of &'(a < /3 =S J& 2 L$). Assume that (9 each -Pe, is a von Neumann algebra, (ii) JZ! = norm closure of uco9 &=, (iii) S is countable generated (i.e., if s+$ is any subnet of S, there exists a sequence (cu,) in f10 such that for each 01 E 9,~ < 01, for some n).
Examples of countably generated nets 9 are: (1) the net of finite subsets of Z"; (2) the net of bounded open subsets of R d, the subnets being given by the families go such that for each bounded open set fl in z fl _C /.l,, for some /l, E g (in both cases the order being given by inclusion). The conditional expectation E,, (resp. the state v) is called locally normal if for each ,t? E 9, E,, :' $4 (resp. v p J$~) is a normal map.
Under the above assumptions, if the topology of weak convergence on locally normal states is metrizable, then the set of limits w-limY; # . Eu where 7" is a a countable subnet of .F is nonempty for any v E Y(d) and, because of Lemma (1.2), such limits are contained in the set Y; of (E,T)-invariant states. By the sequential completeness of locally normal states (cf. [3] ) we conclude that if the family (E,,) is locally normal, the set of (E,,)-invariant, locally normal states on is nonempty.
Remark.
The metrizability of locally normal states is not realizable in many important cases. However, for the existence of locally normal states in Y, , it is sufficient that on a closed, (Em,)-invariant subset of locally normal states there is a metrizable topology finer than the weak topology. In some cases such a metrizable topology is provided by the "Wasserstein distance" (cf. [6] ). The problem of existence and uniqueness of locally normal states will be discussed e1sewhere. between the systems (~2, (E,,),,s} and (&, G}-of a C*-algebra acted upon by a group G of *-automorphisms-with the norm one projectors E,, playing the role of the *-automorphismsg E G. The known results on G-Abelian systems, due to Ruelle [19] and Doplicher et al. [8] , are extended without difficulty to is well defined, and its extension to ZW defines the orthogonal projection ez,: %@ + [~JJ$~,) * l,]. One has e, = inf e,", = strong-lim e:,; and rr,(E,(a)) . ez, = e,, m * r@(a) * eO; a E &. Moreover
From now on the net 9 will be assumed to be countably generated, (cf. Part I, Section 2(iii)). The system {&', (L&P)} is called asymptotically Abelian if, for any subnet 9a _C F, By Kaplansky's density theorem [20, p. 221 one can assume // VT@(Q\ < /j g/l , therefore E,m(rw(a,)) converges strongly to a limit depending only on Z, and this allows us to extend Eww to a map, nJ&)" -dmm, still denoted by E,w which is strongly continuous on bounded sets. Clearly E mu is a conditional expectation. Abelianness implies that z&w C (center of T~(J&')"), hence by the cyclicity of 1, for rr,J&'), p == 0 or 1. 
INTEGRAL DECOMPOSITION

UNIQUENESS
We keep the notation of the preceding sections. Throughout this section. The net .F is assumed to be countably generated. Proof. Clearly (iii) 3 (ii). If (ii) holds, denoting E, = w-lim E,?, one has E, * Ee, = Eef * E, = E, VP E 9, therefore E, is a conditional expectation on nu54,=@.l,henceE,(a)=~(a).1;aEdwithg,E~,.If~E~,then
To prove that (i) 3 (iii) assume first that there is an a E J-&+ such that the net (E,*(a)) is not Cauchy in norm. Then there exists an E > 0 such that for each /30 E F there is a y > /3,, and a S(y) > /$, for which Therefore the pointwise norm convergence of (ES,) is a necessary condition for Sp, to consist of a single state. If (E,,) converges pointwise in norm its limit E, is a conditional expectation on & ,J&, and for every state I/J= on CUZZ~, , #m . E, E Y; . Therefore, under our assumption, 9, consists of a single state if and only if 9'(& da,) contains a single state, i.e., if nE dE, = C ( 1 and this ends the proof. Proof. For a and b,, as above, one has
Assumption (*) implies that the right-hand side tends to 0 uniformly in b,, E JS'$, p(bg,) > 0. Hence the asserion follows from Proposition (5.2).
A state p on ti which satisfies condition (1.5.1) above for every a E (Ja .nl', will be called "uniformly regular from the outside" (cf. [5, (2.12)]).
Remark. The condition of asymptotic Abelianness used in Corollary (5.3) (i.e., condition (*)) is not implied, in general, by the one defined before Lemma 3.1.
ERCODIC PROPERTIES
In the notations of Section 2 a family (E,c),,y of positive maps E,r: LZ~ + -01,~ , will be called ergodic if Vu E uol -QI,; a >, 0; a # 0, and # E 9'(d) there exists an OL E F such that
If, given a E &s+ (fi E 9) an OT E 9 can be found such that (1. Thus, in order for the uniqueness problem to be well posed, it is necessary that condition (1.6.1) be satisfied for all a for which there is an (Z&)-invariant stae v such that v(u) > 0. The simplest way to describe this set of a in terms of the local data (i.e., the &s's) is to restrict one's attention to the families (Em,) for which this set coincides with the positive part of (Ja &, . This is done by introducing properties of ergodic type. Such properties are implicitly introduced in Dobrushin's papers (e.g., cf. [5, condition (2.18)]). Sometimes it is useful to restrict the definition of ergodicity by considering condition (1.6.1) only for locally normal states.
The asymptotic factorization properties of the measure p" associated with the 2-dimensional free Euclidean field (deduced, for example, from [II, Sect. Proof. We show, using an idea of Dobrushin, that if there exist two different states on A?, compatible with the ergodic family (E,,), then no (&,)-invariant state can enjoy the property of uniform regularity from the outside.
Let v, 1+4 be two states on AX!', (Z&,)-invariant and such that there is an d E 9, an a, E da+, and a p > 0 for which Let, for each /3 E 9, Cat be the commutative C*-algebra generated by E,,(u) and 1 and ~a' (resp. #a,) the restriction of y (resp. #) on A$$ . Then P = QW 0 ~p4%44 0 1 -1 0 %(4)
(where ~a' @ I,$ is defined on the tensor product of C*-algebras J+ @ A+ with %-norm, cf. [20, p. 601) .
Let Q(K,,) be a functional realization of Cap . Then C',, @ Car E %?(K,, x K,,) and if a,' = u,(x), x E K,, , is the image of Ea(a,) under the isomorphism C,, -+ g(K,,), inequality (I.6.3) im pl ies that there exist two points x,, , y0 E K,* and disjoint neighborhoods U(X,), U(y,) of x0, y0 , respectively, such that q(x) -%4Y> > P/2
x E w%>; Y E U(Yo). Therefore, for any x E Y;
By the ergodicity of (Eat) the right-hand side is strictly larger than 0 thus
Since /3 is arbitrary, the above inequality implies that X, is not uniformly regular from the outside. Since x E Y; is arbitrary, the theorem is proved. uniformly in be, E &G. If the family (E,,) is ergodic the condition is also su$icient.
Proof. The necessity has been proved in Lemma 5.3. The sufficiency follows from Theorem 6.2 where we have shown that the existence of different states in 9, implies that no state in 9, can be uniformly regular from the outside. Remark 1. If the family (Eel,) is "local" in the sense that for each /3 E 9 there is a y E F, y > p such that Eg(sB,) C dY , the term "ergodic" in the formulation of the theorem can be as meant in the sense of (1.6.1). as well as some modified form of the perturbation theorems below, continue to take place in the noncommutative-at least uniformly hyperfinite-case. In this case the objects intrinsically associated to p" are not the (quasi-)conditional expectations, but the modular automorphisms of the restrictions of p" to the local algebras. Locality properties of these ones allow us to establish the Markovianity of PO--in the sense of [II-and to obtain an explicit form for the quasi-conditional expectations associated with p" (cf. [25] ).
LOCAL CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION
Let (Q, PO) be a standard Bore1 probability space; T a locally compact metrizable space; 9 a family of bounded open subsets of T. We assume that the empty set is not in cF; 9 contains all the bounded balls; if (Y, /3 E F and Al C /3 then /3 -Cu E 9 (E-the closure of (Y); finite unions and finite nonempty intersections of elements of 9 are in 9.
Let for each cy E 9 be given a PO-complete u-algebra 0, C 0. We shall assume that the family ( OJaeF satisfies In particular, denoting d the norm closure of (Jas9 S$ 
Therefore choosing an increasing sequence (m) for which (11.2.11) is satisfied and such that yn 7 d/3, (11.2.12) follows from (11.2.7). Conversely let (11.2.12) be satisfied and let LY E 9. We have to prove that (II. .l 1) holds for some y E 9, y C /3. If 01 I fl, this is clear. If 01 Z /3, then for any as+ E ZZ&, and a,, E 0,~:
-%(~a-~ . 0~~') = ag-, * EF(a,,) E Do,_, v OB-~~ = %an.s) * Thus, whenever 01 n d/3 # 0, the normality of Es (not used in the first step) and (11.23) imply (11.2.11) for any y _C Q n d/3; y E 9.
Remark. In the following we shall use the notation f ? 0, (or sometimes f 2 J&J to denote the Oc-measurability off. DEFINITION 2.3. The measure p" will be called forward (resp. backward) local (with respect to the family (0,)) if the family (Z$',) (resp. (EbO)) of its conditional expectations with respect to the o-algebras 0,~ (resp. 0~) are local. If both conditions are verified, p" is called Zocal.
Dobrushin's d-Markov property for
In the following, for backward local measures, we shall also require that /3 t T implies d/3 1 T. Since, by (11.2.2) &' is weakly dense in 0, K,, is the unique element of Ll(Q, 0, ~1) satisfying the above inequality. Therefore K,, = K, , whenever 6 E F is such that (/3)d U (p)d, C 6 C y, and KS is defined by the above procedure. Thus Denoting G%zl = Wd u u%% (11.2.14)
the assertion follows. Since the sufficiency is clear, Proposition 2.4 is proved.
In the following if E,, is a conditional expectation and Ke is any function satisfying (11.2.13), then K, , which is necessarily the unique (PO-a.e.) one with this property, will be called the conditional density of EBr with respect to Ei, and denoted dE,,/dEio. . where K, E Ll(Q, 0, p") and there is a sequence of conditioned densities (K,,) such that pn E 9; pn t T;
43, E L'W, OBa 9 /-4&l @EN such that lip II @[We, -K,) * aIll = 0; UEd.
Proof. The sufficiency is clear. Let E,, be locally normal and quasi-local. The backward locality of p" implies that, given 01, there is a PO E 9 and we can assume PO 2 01 such that, for /3 > /IO , p E 9, Es"(a#,) C o,, . Therefore the map Thus lim, 11 E,,(KBnu) -E,(u)l\ = 0; a E ~2. Since (Q, 0, PO) is a standard Bore1 space and T is second commutable, E,, is normal on 0, hence it has a conditional density K. And this ends of proof.
CONDITIONED MARTINGALES
Let (E,,) be a family of normal conditional expectations E,,: 0 -+ 0,~ and let K, = dE,*/dEf. . The projectivity of the family (Em,) ( for some measurable function U, .
It is important to remark that U, is defined by K, up to a "gauge transformation" then (11.3.6) holds, and one can verify that, conversely, if (11.3.6) holds then in the "gauge-equivalence" class of functions U, satisfying (11.3.5), there is an element satisfying (11.3.7). Thus, under assumption (11.3.6)--i.e., Markovianity-one can limit oneself to the consideration of the U, satisfying (11.3.7) . This restricts the class of admissible "gauge transformations" to those of the type Sa,g Oao, -(11.3.8) Hence gtB-,)' is a gauge transformation and this establishes (11.3.10).
Remark. By imposing, besides (11.3.7), the invariance of the equalities (11.3.10) under "gauge transformations" one determines a global constraint on the action of such transformations on (U,), namely, gak-si =&?a8 -gaG ticj3.
(11.3.11)
The relations (11.3.10) and (11.3.11) agree with the usual interpretation of U, and gs, as random variable-valued integrals, respectively, over the volume 01 and the surface A. The connection between conditioned martingales and martingales is described, in the local case, by the Dobrushin-Lanford-Ruelle equations (cf. [13, Proposition (VII, 2)] for the Markovian case). which is equivalent to (11.3.12). Sufficiency: Let 01 E 9 and ,6 E % be such that /3 1 (cY)~ . Then, VaB E A$, Since (Ee,) is projective, one has Since E,, is local and ,f3 1 (a)d = dE&d)
by (11.3.12) . Since /3 > (cx)~ is arbitrary, this implies p = cc. . Em, , therefore the proof is completed. (we use the notation: w = (x~ , x,,) E Q z s2, x Sz,,). If the K, are local (i.e., there is some p = /3(a) such that K, = K, 0 7ra , -ma: Q -+ QB denoting the canonical projection), instead of (11.4.4) it will be required simply that K, is strictly positive hsO-a.e. These conditions guarantee the ergodicity of (E,,).
LEMMA 4.1. In the notation above, the uniqueness of the state compatible with the projectiwe family (E*,) is equivalent to the following condition:
Vu, E da; 3M(a,) > 0; VE >o; be a state on JZ! r U(Q). Then 4 defines a Radon measure on Q, still denoted I+, and one has, for (II, a, , M(a,), E, 8, y, b,, as in the condition above,
Therefore the condition of Theorem 6.4 is fulfilled, hence uniqueness takes place. Necessity: Assume that the condition of the lemma does not hold. This means that: 3a! E F'; 3a, E A&; VM(a,) > 0; 3~ > 0 (c = E(OI, a, , M(a,)) such: that for every /3 2 01 there are a y 2 /3, an w E J2, and a b,, E && , for which
In the following we shall take M(a,J = 1. The strict inequality above implies that E,,(b,T) (w) > 0. Dividing the above inequality by E,,(bg) (w), and defining the states xsl: a E ra2 t+ E,,,(a . b,y) (w)/E,,(bg) (w); xs2: a Ed t+ E,,(a,) (w); one has: x$ . E,r = x$; j = 1,2, and I x0%4 -x0*@0)1 > 6. (11.4.6) One can assume that w-limaG9i x$ = xj (j = j, 1) for some subnet 9s C S. Because of (11.4.6) x1 # x2. By Lemma 1.2 in 1, x1, x2 are (E,,)-invariant. Thus if the condition of the lemma does not hold, there are at least two different invariant states. And this ends the proof.
In the following, on account of the identification szrf& x sz,-, x Q,-, x Q,, (11.4.7) (a C /3 C y) which follows from (11.4.2), any point w E Q will be written in the form
For any function f : Q -Iw we shall use the notation Since E,,,(a) (xv , x,,) x E,,,(a) (x7,), and the above estimate is uniform in xY' , the condition of Lemma 4.1 is satisfied, hence uniqueness holds. For A open or closed, denoting Ei, the conditional expectation on 0, associated with PO, one has r(1.A = E& restricted on Q(sZ, 0, PO) (cf. [22] for the notation). We shall need a stronger property of the free field, namely,
for any two closed sets A, B C Rd. Relation (111.1.4), isolated by Guerra et al. [13, Proposition 11.31 , is stronger than the Markov property since it gives information on the statistical correlation among observables localized on'two arbitrary (closed) sets, while the latter is limited to one set and its complement (for sufficiently regular sets the two properties are equivalent due to (111. Therefore, by the martingale theorem (or, directly, using a modification of Lemma 3.1 in Part I), em = n E(cA,); ah4 = nacP4. n Thus, since multiplication is strongly continuous on bounded sets therefore, using (111.2.3) and (111.2.5), one finds and this ends the proof. Let now p be locally normal; denote for any subset CC W, ac = ~%o@ the p-complete u-algebra defined by the projections of @c (9? = Wnd), and EC" the conditional expectation defined by p on 9?c . One has e&ii * 1,) = E$(iZ) . 1,; a E n,(d)"; therefore (111.24 is equivalent to which is the Markov property with respect to the hyperplane &l.
The proof of Proposition 2.2 can be adapted to the case when A is any region with smooth boundary.
The g E E(d); a E GI.
Covariance implies that TBeCu = e&-, . Hence if e&,, * T, * ei, is positive it is equal to e& , thus (111.2.8) holds.
Note that (III.23 implies that hence #?u c X,(U). Therefore a necessary condition for property (111.2.8) to take place is that T,, . emu = emu (111.2.9) (ed denoting the orthogonal projector SW + XWu). Relation (111.2.9) is called the reflection property at infinity. It is possible that (111.2.9) is equivalent to (111.2.8). In such a case all To-invariant solutions of the equations P = CL * EC/I,;
A,EF; (111.2.10)
